
Ⅰ. Introduction

With the expansion of network coverage and

the popularity of broadband services, online

streaming media-based video, audio, remote

classroom, video conferencing and other applications,

such as pps, pptv, pplive, have achieved rapid

development. Streaming media applications have

become important services in the Internet [1].

Therefore, the traffic generated by the user puts

tremendous pressure on the network. The

traditional client/server(C/S) mode will overload

the server and cause QoS failure [2].

The peer-to-peer(P2P) streaming media on-

demand technology has the advantages of load

balancing and scalability. It guarantees high

transmission performance and service quality

even when the scale of users continues to

expand [3]. The P2P network is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Peer-to-peer network structure.

As shown in Fig. 1, in P2P networks, multiple

computers are connected to each other and are in

a peer-to-peer position. Each computer has no

master-slave difference. A computer can serve

as both a server and a client. The network does

not rely on centralized servers. Every computer

in the network can obtain tasks and content.

Usually these resources and services include:

information sharing and exchange, computing

resources, storage sharing, network sharing,

printer sharing, and so on.

In a P2P system, a node can become a video

stream provider and can also retrieve video

stream information from its neighbor nodes [4].

If a node needs to obtain a specific “resource”, it

must first be able to locate which nodes have the

required “resources”. This part of the function is

called the content routing function in the P2P

system. When the node determines which nodes

have the same “resources”, it needs to use some

mechanism to acquire resources from multiple

nodes in parallel. At the same time, the resource

fragments obtained from different nodes should

be different, otherwise they lose the significance

of parallel transmission.

This paper proposes a node selection strategy

based on greedy algorithm. The greedy algorithm

is very effective for solving many problems,

because the local optimal solution is easy to find,

so it is easy to understand and efficient, and

many problems can get the overall optimal

solution [5]. First we calculate the "attribute

distance" of each service node as

2)Threshold33(Attribute2)Threshold22(Attribute2)Threshold11(Attribute -+-+- .

Then we use the greedy algorithm for node

selection based on “attribute distance” to improve

the overall network throughput and reduce

transmission delay.

Ⅱ. Related Work

In recent years, a large number of domestic

and foreign scholars have conducted extensive

research in order to improve the performance of

P2P streaming media. The selection of neighbor

is one of the challenging areas in P2P computing.

Rao et al. [6] proposed the Multi-Layer

Perceptron (MLP) technique for neighbor selection

in P2P computing to reduce the communication

overhead. Feng et al. [7] proposed an adaptive

neighbor node selection algorithm that dynamically

describes the node’s service capabilities and

significantly improves the service performance of

the system. However, in terms of service

capabilities, only the upstream bandwidth of the

node is used as an indicator, and no other

attributes of the node are considered. Therefore,

the service performance needs to be improved.

Li et al. [8] proposed a node selection strategy

based on Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets(IFS) to overcome

the randomness and blindness of traditional

strategies, and adopted a method of scoring the

reliability of nodes, making full use of powerful

nodes and having a good adaptability. The

algorithm is suitable for large-scale, low node

performance environments, but the algorithm has

no obvious advantages when the node performance

is good.

Lu et al. [9] has systematically analyzed the

existing node-select algorithms. Furthermore, they

proposed and implemented a new node selection

algorithm based on Dijkstra algorithm, named
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NSDA algorithm.

Zhang et al. [10] proposed a method for

selecting neighbor nodes by establishing a model

of delay and bandwidth. However, the delay

between all the nodes in the system needs to be

measured. The computational overhead is large

and the scalability is poor.

Guan et al. [11] has analyzed the communication

delay between the nodes in P2P system in detail,

divides the node into different groups according

to the different communication delay between the

nodes, thus reduces the delay of the search node.

This article is optimized on the search node, but

it is not applicable to real-time streaming media

systems.

Wang et al. [12] studied the location-aware

relay discovery and selection problem for

large-scale P2P streaming networks. In these

large-scale and dynamic overlays, it incurs

significant communication and computation cost

to discover a sufficiently large relay candidate

set and further to select one relay with good

performance.

Chen et al. [13] proposed the destination node

routing algorithm based on super nodes. The

algorithm than the average P2P routing

algorithm is faster, which usually only 2～3 hop

routing queries could locate the resource nodes.

Budhkar et al. [14] proposed a two-node

selection strategy of Tracker layer and peer

layer. The node’s selection mainly relied on

propagation delay, upload capacity and buffer

level, and maintained the neighbor node

relationship through the server. The maintenance

overhead of the algorithm was relatively large.

Liu et al. [15] proposed a Reputation-Aware

Super Node Selection Algorithm. This algorithm

selects nodes with good machine performance

and long online time as super nodes from nodes

with high reputation. Although the network

reliability was improved by detecting malicious

nodes, there is no regular management of the

detected nodes, and it is difficult to make

predictions about mobility [16].

This paper comprehensively considers the

node’s uplink and downlink bandwidth, node

online duration, node distance and node service

capability, and then proposes a P2P streaming

media node selection strategy based on greedy

algorithm. Therefore, an efficient cooperative

node is selected under a highly dynamic P2P

network topology.

In this paper, the greedy algorithm is used to

transform the overall optimality into multiple

local optimal problems, and the service nodes are

quickly selected to select the service node with

the most comprehensive capabilities. Thereby

reducing the transmission delay and improving

the throughput of the service node, effectively

improving the overall performance of the system.

Ⅲ. System Model

This section explains the system model and

the overall system flow. First, we define the

node model and calculate the corresponding

parameter matrix, and then select the node

through the greedy algorithm to calculate the

overall throughput and transmission delay. This

paper only considers the node selection strategy

under a single time slot.

First, the request node set is defined as

}......user,userUser={user
n21 . Each node contains three

parameters as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Request node parameters.

No. Parameter

1 Position

2 Current segment number

3 Bandwidth of the requesting node

Then define m service nodes. The service node

set is defined as }mer,.......pe2peer,1{peerPeer = . Each

service node contains five attributes as shown in

Table 2.
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Table 2. Service node parameters

No. Parameter

1 Position

2 The serial number of the stored segment

3 Online duration

4 Current service volume

5 Bandwidth of the service node

The request node and service node matrix are

as follows: calculate the( mn´ )distance matrix,

which is the distance from each request node to

each service node. Where localpeer is the location

of the request node, and peer is the location of

the service node. The distance from the nth

request node to the mth service node is as

follows:

|(m,2)peer(n,2)localpeer||(m,1)peer(n,1)localpeer|mn,dist -+-= (1)

Calculate the channel capacity matrix, which is

still a matrix of ( mn´ ). The channel capacity

here refers to the maximum information rate that

the channel can transmit. In other words, it

refers to the maximum transmission capacity

that the channel can achieve. It is determined by

the characteristics of the channel [17]. The

Shannon formula directly reflects the relationship

between channel capacity, signal power, and

noise power [18] [19]. According to the Shannon

formula, the channel capacity between the nth

request node and the mth service node is

calculated as follows:

)npnσ(12logmBmn,c *+*= (2)

Where np is the average of the signal

transmission power of the requesting node to

other service nodes. Since the service node has a

large relationship between bandwidth and

throughput, the bandwidth of the service node is

selected as mB . nσ is stand for the SNR of the

request node and the nth service node. The

signal-to-noise ratio is defined as the ratio of

the average power of the transmitted signal to

the average power of the additive noise. It is

defined as follows:

0

0,

*

*

NB

hd

m

mn
n =s (3)

Where mnd , represents the path loss of the nth

request node connecting the mth service node

and 0h denotes the channel incremental. 0h are

different values for different channel conditions

and remain unchanged in the same time slot. 0N

is the power spectral density and the value is

7101 -* .

When obtaining an available service node,

because the service node has certain restrictions,

in order to reduce the transmission time and

improve the overall performance, a threshold is

set for the channel capacity between the service

node and the request node, and when the service

node is less than the threshold, the service node

is discarded. A threshold is set for the distance

between the service node and the request node,

and when the threshold is greater than the

service node, the service node is discarded.

A threshold is set for the online duration of the

service node, and when it is less than the

threshold, the service node is discarded. A

threshold is set for the number of request nodes

that the service node can serve, and when it is

greater than the threshold, the service node is

discarded. According to the above description,

the available matrix is obtained:

}1,0{=×mnuffpeerb (4)

The buffpeer is a matrix that determines if a

service node is available. If the service node is

available, 1b =nuffpeer , and if the service node is

not available, 0nuffpeerb = .
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When the service node is available, the service

node storing the next video segment is found (if

the current node of the request node is segment

4, the service node storing the segment 5 is

found). If the conditions are met, the service

node’s comprehensive service capability value is

calculated and the comprehensive capability matrix

is obtained. It defines as follows:

22
,

2
,m, )3-()3-()10/)100-((b mmnmnn timecdistilityA ++= (5)

Otherwise, 0, =mnAbility .

Where mndist , represents the distance from the

nth request node to the mth service node; mnc ,

represents the channel capacity of the nth

request node to the mth service node; mtime

represents the online duration of the mth service

node. At the same time, update the number of

request nodes currently served by the service

node, determine whether the service limit is

reached, and update the available table buffpeer .

Finally, a greedy algorithm is used. According

to the comprehensive capability matrix Ability ,

each requesting node selects the service node

with the largest comprehensive capacity, obtains

the node label, and then calculates the throughput

and transmission delay of the node. Specifically

expressed as follows:

∑
n

i
ncC

1=

= (6)

∑
n

i n

n
c

d a ta
TIME

1=

= (7)

Where C represents the total throughput in

single time slot in P2P system; TIME represents

the total transmission delay in single time slot in

P2P system. Based on the above formula, P2P

streaming media node selection algorithm GA-PSA

based on greedy algorithm is obtained, as shown

in the Table 3.

Table 3. Node selection algorithm based on greedy 

algorithm.

P2P streaming media node selection algorithm based 
on greedy algorithm (GA-PSA）

Step1：Initialize pmN0h ,, and other parameters.

Step2：Generate request nodes and service nodes, and 

generate corresponding parameters for request 

nodes and service nodes.

Step3：Calculate node distance mndist × , channel capacity

mnc × .

Step4：Calculate the available matrix
mnbuffpeer× .

Step5：Based on the available matrices, calculate the 

comprehensive capability matrix mnAbility × and find 

the service nodes that meet the requirements.

Step6：Using a greedy algorithm, each requesting node selects 

the service node with the highest comprehensive 

ability among the service nodes that meet the 

requirements.

Step7：Calculate the total transmission delay and throughput.

Step8：The algorithm is completed.

Ⅳ. Results and Comparisons

In order to verify the performance of this

algorithm, we use MATLAB for simulation. The

transmission delay and throughput calculated by

this algorithm are compared with the node

selection strategy based on intuitionistic fuzzy

set, and the performance difference between the

two is observed.

The specific simulation conditions are as

follows: The bandwidth between the request

node and the service node is the average value

of the bandwidth of the request node and the

service node. The power spectral density

between the request node and the service node is

710=N and the average power is dbmpm 10= .

The number of request nodes is 50=M and the

number of service nodes is 500=N . We

understand the sum of the execution times of the

code as the time required for the algorithm to

calculate the result. Therefore, the algorithm

complexity is )2(nO . The experimental process

diagram shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Experimental process diagram.

The specific simulation results are shown in

the following Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Relationship between the total transmission 

delay and the number of request nodes.

Fig. 4. Relationship between the total throughput and 

the number of request nodes.

The results show that the P2P streaming

media node selection algorithm based on greedy

algorithm has higher throughput than the node

selection algorithm based on intuitionistic fuzzy

set, and has lower transmission delay. This is

because the node selection algorithm based on

greedy algorithm comprehensively considers the

attributes of each dimension of the service node,

obtains the comprehensive “attribute distance” of

the service node, and selects the node farthest

from the threshold “distance”. Therefore, it can

better reflect the superiority of the selected node.

The node selection strategy based on

intuitionistic fuzzy sets obtains the solution set

through the scoring function, and then weights

the attribute according to its importance to

obtain the decision matrix. Because the

weighting has a certain deviation, it cannot fully

reflect the overall performance of the node.

Therefore, the node selection strategy based on

greedy algorithm has better performance. In our

future work, pure fuzzy logic strategy can be

studied due to be a quite effective strategy

which is proved by Valdés et al. [20].

Ⅳ. Conclusion

This paper uses greedy algorithm (GA, Greedy

Algorithm) to translate the overall optimization

into multiple local optimal problems, and to quickly

select service nodes. Therefore, the service node

with the largest comprehensive capacity is

selected to reduce the transmission delay and

improve the throughput of the service node.

In P2P streaming media system, the node

selection strategy mostly considers the factors

such as node bandwidth, online duration and

service quality, but how to integrate these

factors to get the optimal node selection solution

is still an important issue at present. The next

step needs to further explore other node selection

indicators in order to make the overall system

perform better.
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